Event Definitions

This tool defines how each event works. Event definitions can be updated either through the Event templates or from the events list within a Games. From within a Games, right-click on the desired Event and select Setup panel, then select Define this event. From the Event templates list, simply select the desired event. From this screen you can make changes to various aspects of the events definitions.

**Basic**: This section covers definitions such as the name and codes of the event, as well as age groups.

**Score setup**: This section defines how scores are calculated.

**Teams**: This section allows you define how teams are factored into this event.

**Scheduling**: This section allows you to define the schedule of when and where this event is played.

**Exclusions**: This section allows you to set restriction on whom can participate in this event.
**Tools**

From the **Tools panel** on the left-hand side of the Event Definition screen, you can access the following tools:

**Check setup**: When you have finished making updates to the event definition, this tool (available under the tools panel on the left-hand side of the screen) allows you to verify that there are no obvious issues with the event definitions.

**Make this event into a template event**: Selecting this tool will save the event definitions as they are described at that point as a template event on your list of template events in GMS. This will not overwrite any other template event, even if one exists with the same name.